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Paleomagnetic investigations have been carried out on Arnager Greensand, Arnager Limestone, and Greensand.

The Arnager Greensand was found to belong to a magnetically normal period. The overlying Arnager Limestone was likewise found to belong to a normal period.

The Bavnodde Greensand was found to be normal except for the very youngest level exposed, which was found to belong to a reversed interval.

In view of the suggested biostratigraphical age of the Bavnodde Greensand (lower part of the Santonian) we interpret the reversed sediments as belonging either to magnetochrone 33 reversed or to a magnetic excursion.


Introduction

The age of the Cretaceous marine deposits outcropping on the SW coast of the island of Bornholm in the Baltic Sea has been a matter of some dispute (see Kennedy & Christensen, this volume). Although the periods in question (Cenomanian-Santonian) could for the main part be expected to belong the Cretaceous long normal period, the deposits were nonetheless sampled for magnetostratigraphy.

Materials and methods

From the Arnager Greensand and Bavnodde Greensand samples were collected in 2.5 cm long and 2.5 cm diameter aluminium pipes that were sharpened to provide a cutting edge. Sampling was made from excavated terraces in the exposures. The sampling depth was ca. 20 cm below the exposed surface. The aluminium pipes with their content of sediment were wrapped in kitchen foil and later in the laboratory sealed with dentist wax. Samples from the Arnager Limestone were drilled in the laboratory by 2.5 cm water cooled drill pipes from larger oriented blocks.

The samples were AC-demagnetized following the procedure described in Hansen et al. (1989). Demagnetization in an alternating field of 150 Oe left around 50% of the NRM and was accordingly applied to all samples. Thermal demagnetization was not attempted since the dentist wax has a very low melting point.

Results

The three levels sampled in the Arnager Greensand do not encompass the stratigraphically lowest level exposed, since the sediments in that part carry a rather high amount of redeposited phosphatic clasts. The remaining levels (the only available exposures) all gave results which we interpret as being of normal polarity (fig. 1).

In the Arnager Limestone only the large exposure plus one level higher has been sampled. The uppermost 3 meters of the coastal cliff were not sampled due to danger of falling blocks. All levels showed normal polarity (fig. 1).

The Bavnodde Greensand exposure contains at least one fault (Jensen and Hamann, 1989) so it was not possible to make continuous sampling. The available exposures were sampled and the four lowermost levels showed normal polarity,
Fig. 1. Composite figure showing simplified lithologic column (AG: Arnager Greensand; AL: Arnager Limestone; BG: Bavnodde Greensand), VGP inclinations and declinations along with the paleomagnetic interpretation. The vertical scale is only valid for the samples from the Arnager Limestone and the topmost sample level in the Arnager Greensand. I: inclinations; D: declinations.

while the stratigraphically youngest part showed reversed polarity.

With reference to the various magnetostratigraphic scales (Ness et al. 1980; Channell and Medizza 1981; Lowrie and Alvarez 1981; Harland et al. 1982; Hallam et al. 1985) and the biostratigraphic placement of the Bavnodde Greensand in the lower part of the Santonian (Kennedy and Christensen this volume) we suggest that the topmost exposed part of the Bavnodde Greensand either belongs to the interval 33 R or represents an excursion. Ness et al. (1980) place reversed period 33 from about the middle of the Santonian to the lower part of the Campanian. If the latter placement is correct, the reversed interval in the upper part of the Bavnodde Greensand must represent a magnetic excursion.

The Arnager Greensand and the Arnager Limestone both belong to the Cretaceous long normal period and cannot from the magnetostratigraphy be placed within this interval with any degree of certainty.
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